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HHD 

 

 910003: Fix for importing polist file with terminal ID. 
 910659: Display Packing Size on scanner 

 911148: Batch PO receipt was duplicating purchase order line when you click Refresh. 
 910925: Scan additional barcode on create PO on HHD was not converting to stock code. 
 911212: Not picking up the price of the stock item when using create sales order on HHD 

 911132: Unable to scan the Aisle AZ in the warehouse as the Z is being 

 99595: When you under pick an order, there is not a prompt saying you have not picked enough stock and does 
not allow you to split batches. 

 99648: Issue in picking when quantities less than 0 are being accepted. 
 910925: Create PO on scanner with additional barcode. 
 910926: Display Re-Order level & Re-Order QTY on scanner with live link. 
 911210: HHD was crashing if you use comments or pick comments to max chars when you create sales order in 

opera. 
 Fix for: Part pick order with opera traceable items, HHD was not showing user message "You haven't picked 

enough stock". 
 Fix for: Completing works order, was crashing with Index Out of Ranger error. 
 Fix for: 2-way transfer in batch mode was looking for live link when you scan TO w/h on TO tab. 
 Fix for: Showing extra panel on maintenance screen on HHD. 
 Fix for: Turn ON/OFF user on transfer and movement 
 Fix for: Scanning W/H name barcode in Advance 2 tab HHD was crashing. 
 Fix for: Duplicating PO header lines with Live Link and Force batch collection mode. 
 Fix for: On consignment after confirming QTY it was showing false message "QTY is 0" 

 Fix for: Importing stock file on scanner. 
 Fix for: Not showing allocated order with Pick & Pack with Non-Marshal. 
 Fix for: Pick & Pack with marshalling was not showing order lines. 
 Fix for: HHD was crashing once order number is confirmed while packing. 
 Fix for: HHD was crashing if delivery instruction is set to max characterss while you create PO in opera. 
 Fix for: Live part pick QTY with MB Traceability was allowing user to part pick. 
 Fix for: Live stock transfer with stock check file was showing insufficient stock for wrong product. 
 

LiveLink 

 

 Bug Fix to check for locks on Itran, Cname and Ihead and correctly return if failed 

 910932: fix locking issue to solve invoice from opera. 
 911212: Not picking up the price of the stock item when using create sales order with livelink 

 910926: Re-order level to be shown on create PO on scanner. 
 911181: Special price for certain items per ACC. 
 911192: Issue where his back orders are coming down the scanner when they have no stock inside of Opera. 
 910794: Random locking is occurring on system. 
 910004: Bring down orders to scanner which are allocated to packer. 
 911223: Random locking issue. 
 911257: Locking issue while marshal picking. 
 Fix for: locking issue 

 Fix for: Live Link was failing with 'ALTBATCHNO' when try to do live movement  
 

MultiBin and Tracking 

 

 Fix for: Opera was crashing with "Record is out of range", when you import container list to generate POrder list 

 Fix for: Syntex error when importing container list. 
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Bridge 

 

 Fix for: Opera was crashing if user try to search product with product description with "'" while creating sales 
order. 

 911205: CNOML table was not updating correctly while using "Real Time Update of Nominal" option. 
 

Bridge 3 

 

 911066: Added warehouse range to generate Picking Lists as per added warehouse selection option, will only pick 
orders which are placed on the selected warehouse (at order level). 

 910953: Changes made to the POP Processing screen so when the required by date is changed, This allows 
changed required by dates to be included or filtered from the report. 

 911113: Works fine and not showing From POP when you progress via Bridge and it will show Bridge as comment. 
 911164: Fix for apostrophe or " ' " when creating purchase order or sales order in opera. 
 After importing consignment file it was not showing in-stock quantity 

 Fix for opera was crashing when posting PO receipt. 
 Fix for in stock & counted values in export to excel from stock take. 
 Fix for: when user enter value in location field on import new sales order documents screen opera was crashing 

when trying to save. 
 Fix for: After receiving purchase order CGLINE table was not formatting "Value of Delivery" column correctly for 

decimal products. 
 Fix for: After completing PO DOLINE line value was not formatting correctly for decimal & faceted product. 
 Fix for: After completing stock movement from bridge file was not archiving. 
 Fix for: Opera was crashing when try to import container file for purchase order. 
 Fix for: "Sintex error" when try to import container file for purchase order. 
 

Despatch Manager 

 

 Added check to complete to prevent completion of non marshalled picks 

 910004: Allocate packer 

 

Stock Tracking 

 

 99598: Receive purchase order with traceable item in multiple batches. 


